In a previously presented proof-of-principle study, we established a parametrized spherically symmetric explosion method (PUSH) that can reproduce many features of core-collapse supernovae for a wide range of pre-explosion models. The method is based on the neutrino-driven mechanism and follows collapse, bounce and explosion. There are two crucial aspects of our model for nucleosynthesis predictions. First, the mass cut and explosion energy emerge simultaneously from the simulation (determining, for each stellar model, the amount of Fe-group ejecta). Second, the interactions between neutrinos and matter are included consistently (setting the electron fraction of the innermost ejecta). In the present paper, we use the successful explosion models from Ebinger et al. (2018) which include two sets of pre-explosion models at solar metallicity, with combined masses between 10.8 and 120 M . We perform systematic nucleosynthesis studies and predict detailed isotopic yields. The resulting 56 Ni ejecta are in overall agreement with observationally derived values from normal core-collapse supernovae. The Fe-group yields are also in agreement with derived abundances for metal-poor star HD 84937. We also present a comparison of our results with observational trends in alpha element to iron ratios.
INTRODUCTION
Core-collapse supernovae (CCSNe) are extremely energetic explosions that mark the deaths of massive stars, either via the collapse of an ONeMg-core (for stars with M in the interval 8 -10 M ) or via the collapse of an Fe-core (for M > 10 M ). CCSNe play a vital role in the synthesis and dissemination of many heavy elements in the universe. When massive stars die, they expel elements produced during the hydrostatic and explosive burning phases into the interstellar medium, thereby enriching host galaxies and driving chemical evolution.
Understanding the explosion mechanism of CCSNe is a longstanding problem which is still not fully solved. It is a complex problem that requires fluid dynamics, general relativity, a nuclear equation of state and neutrino physics, and in principle can only be solved in three dimensions. In addition, it also depends on the initial conditions, that is, on the preexplosion properties of the massive star. For the most recent advances see, for example, Nomoto et al. (2006) ; Heger & Woosley (2010) ; Chieffi & Limongi (2013) ; Nomoto et al. (2013) ; Chieffi & Limongi (2017) ; Hirschi et al. (2017) ; Meynet & Maeder (2017) ; Nomoto (2017) .The reviews by Janka et al. (2016) and Burrows et al. (2018) provide an overview of the status of CCSN modeling, while results related to nucleosynthesis in massive stars are discussed in Nomoto et al. (2013) . A growing number of 2D and 3D CCSN simulations are currently available (e.g. Janka 2012; Burrows 2013; Nakamura et al. 2015; Janka et al. 2016; Bruenn et al. 2016) , however the solution is not yet converged. Simulations in 2D generally lead to explosions more readily, but the resulting explosion energies may be higher in 3D (Takiwaki et al. 2014; Lentz et al. 2015; Melson et al. 2015; Janka et al. 2016; Hix et al. 2016) . However, in addition to the question of the explosion mechanism, there exists a concurrent need to provide robust CCSN nucleosynthesis yields for progenitor stars of different masses and metallicities. These yields are required both for comparison with observations of metal-poor stars and for the fast progressing field of galactic chemical evolution (GCE) .
To date, only very few nucleosynthesis predictions from multi-dimensional CCSN simulations are available. Harris et al. (2017) investigated the uncertainties in post-processing axisymmetric (2D) simulations of four pre-explosion models (12, 15, 20, and 25 M ) and identified several sources of uncertainty impacting the final yields. Wanajo et al. (2017) recently carried out nucleosynthesis calculations for 2D simulations of neutrino-driven supernova explosions. However, the 56 Ni masses obtained in their study are only lower limits for the massive models, for which they omitted the outer envelopes and large parts of the Si/O layer. Eichler et al. (2017) focused on the production of light p-nuclei in two 2D CCSN simulations (11.2 and 17.0 M ). Yoshida et al. (2017) investigated nucleosynthesis in 2D neutrino-driven explosions of ultra-stripped type Ic supernovae (1.45 and 1.5 M CO stars), finding that elements between Ga and Zr are produced in the neutrino-irradiated ejecta, although the total yields were not clearly determined. Electron-capture supernovae were studied in 2D (Wanajo et al. 2011 (Wanajo et al. , 2013a , using an ONeMg core that emerged from the evolution of an 8.8 M SAGB star. The simulations were post-processed to examine the production of various neutron-rich isotopes, light transiron elements, and weak r-process elements. A 3D simulation of the neutrino-driven explosion of a 15 M red supergiant was carried out by Wongwathanarat et al. (2017) using a parametrized neutrino engine. They compared the resulting spatial distribution of radioactive nuclei in their model to the morphology of the Cas A remnant, concluding that a neutrino-driven explosion can account for the observed asymmetries.
The explosion mechanism problem, combined with the high computational costs of multi-dimensional simulations, warrants the use of alternative methods for answering nucleosynthesis related questions. A general picture of CCSN nucleosynthesis is well-established. The outer layers ejected in supernova explosions largely contain the products the hydrostatic burning phases from stellar evolution, which are only mildly destroyed during the explosion. They contain the elements He, C, O, Ne, and Mg (from H, He, and C-burning). Intermediate layers are characterized by some explosive C and Ne-burning (adding/replacing some O, Mg, and also Si to/of the initial hydrostatic yields, which were destroyed during their explosive processing). Layers further in experience explosive O-burning (producing Si, S, and also Ca and Ar), while the innermost layers experience explosive Si-burning that has 56 Ni as the major burning product. However, it can be realized that some He is retained in the inner ejecta. This is due to explosive Si-burning with a so-called alpha-rich freeze-out. In the shock, most matter is first disintegrated into neutrons, protons, and alpha-particles, and the build-up of heavier nuclei occurs only during the subsequent cooling and expansion. If the densities are too low, the triplealpha reaction and competing reactions (for example ααn), which eventually pass the bottle neck to carbon production, are not effective enough to permit all matter to reach nuclei in the Fe-group with the highest binding energy, such as 56 Ni. Such an alpha-rich freeze-out of matter that initially attained nuclear statistical equilibrium will also retain alphanuclei along the chain to 56 Ni, such as 32 S, 36 Ar, 40 Ca, 44 Ti. 48 Cr, and 52 Fe. These nuclei can be found in the inner ejecta, where their final abundances correlate with the final He abundance. The final He abundance in turn is related to T 3 /ρ, a quantity proportional to the entropy of a radiation-dominated plasma. Thus, a larger entropy of matter during explosive Siburning stands for a stronger alpha-rich freeze-out, and thus higher abundances of these nuclei, in tandem with higher Heabundances.
For the intermediate stellar layers, the nucleosynthesis mainly depends on the strength of the shock wave. There, methods that deposit a prescribed amount of energy into the pre-explosion model work quite well. Early attempts at such artificially triggered explosions for CCSN nucleosynthesis are pistons (Woosley & Weaver 1995; Rauscher et al. 2002; Woosley & Heger 2007; Heger & Woosley 2010 ), thermal energy bombs (Thielemann et al. 1996; Nomoto et al. 2006; Umeda & Nomoto 2008; Nomoto et al. 2013; Nomoto 2017) , and kinetic energy bombs (Limongi & Chieffi 2006 , 2012 Chieffi & Limongi 2013 , 2017 . The piston method specifies the ballistic trajectory of a radial mass zone such that a typical final explosion energy of E = 1.2 × 10 51 erg is achieved. In this method, the mass cut between the neutron star and the ejecta is specified by the chosen position of the piston and an entropy value. In the thermal and kinetic energy bomb methods, a prescribed amount of energy is deposited in a deep layer of the pre-explosion model. The mass cut is obtained by integrating the nucleosynthesis yields from the outside inwards, until a typical amount of the order of 0.1 M of 56 Ni is reached. In these traditional approaches, the physics of the explosion phase is not included and the explosion energy is not determined self-consistently with the mass cut between the proto-neutron star (PNS) and the ejecta. Since the mass cut and explosion energy are effectively treated as free parameters, the predictive power of these methods is limited. When Romano et al. (2010) quantified the uncertainties introduced by the choice of stellar yields in galactic chemical evolution models, they noted that varying the mass cut location in models of CCSN explosions has a huge impact on GCE modeling. These uncertainties are especially pronounced for the majority of the iron-peak elements.
The traditional methods are therefore not suitable for the innermost layers, where the nucleosynthesis is directly related to the details of the explosion and the electron fraction, Y e = Z/A , of the material. Important aspects which affect the composition of ejected matter (for all type of simulations, multi-D and spherically symmetric) are related to weak interactions. High electron densities, caused by high Fermi energies of (degenerate) electrons, lead to neutron-rich conditions due to electron captures on free protons during the collapse with a proton/nucleon ratio Y e < 0.5. The Y e of the material is strongly affected during the explosion by neutrino and anti-neutrino captures on protons and neutrons, governed by the reactions: ν e + n ↔ p + e − andν e + p ↔ n + e + . These reactions turn matter neutron-rich if the average anti-neutrino energy νe is higher than the average neutrino energy νe by 4 times the neutron-proton mass difference ∆ for similar (electron) neutrino and anti-neutrino luminosities (Qian & Woosley 1996) . Thus, in most cases the first reaction (being energetically favorable) wins, changing Y e from the initial neutron-rich conditions towards values beyond Y e = 0.5. The traditional methods such as the piston or thermal/kinetic bomb methods ignored such interactions between matter and neutrinos. Fröhlich et al. (2006b) have shown that including the neutrino interactions affects the iron group yields, in particular of 45 Sc and 64 Zn, and also leads to the ν p-process (Fröhlich et al. 2006a; Pruet et al. 2006; Wanajo et al. 2011) .
The next logical step are methods that try to mimic the multi-dimensional neutrino heating in spherical symmetry. In the "neutrino light-bulb method", this is achieved by excising the PNS and replacing it with an inner boundary condition, which uses an analytical prescription for the neutrino luminosities. Successful explosions can be achieved for suitable choices of neutrino luminosities and energies (see e.g. Yamasaki & Yamada 2005; Iwakami et al. 2008; Yamamoto et al. 2013) . In "absorption methods" (Fröhlich et al. 2006b,a; Fischer et al. 2010) , this is accomplished by modifying the neutrino-opacities in models with full Boltzmann neutrino transport to obtain increased energy deposition and successful explosions.
Recently, various groups have attempted to mimic the net effects of multi-dimensional neutrino transport in ways that are adapted more consistently to core collapse and PNS accretion. Ugliano et al. (2012) used a sophisticated light-bulb method where they obtain explosions in spherical symmetry by neutrino energy deposition in post-shock layers. They replace the innermost 1.1 M of the PNS by an inner boundary and use gray neutrino transport. An analytic cooling model is used for the evolution of the neutrino luminosity at the inner boundary. The Prometheus-Hot Bubble (P-HOTB) approach was used to predict explosion energies and neutron star masses as function of stellar mass ) and nucleosynthesis yields . To predict nucleosynthesis, the free parameters were set by fitting to observational properties of SN 1987A for progenitor masses around 20 M and to properties inferred from the Crab SN remnant for a 9.6 M progenitor. However, the P-HOTB approach does not include the effects of neutrino interactions on Y e in the nucleosynthesis.
The PUSH method is a different approach that also includes the weak interactions (especially the neutrino-nucleon interactions) that affect the electron fraction Y e . Perego et al. (2015) -from here on Paper I -utilized the muon and tau neutrinos as an additional energy source that approximately captures the essential effects that influence the (net) neutrino heating seen in multi-dimensional simulations. A fraction of the luminosity of heavy-flavor (ν x ) neutrinos emitted by the PNS is deposited behind the shock in order to reenergize it. This is inspired by the increased neutrino-heating that fluid elements experience in multi-dimensional simulations. By using the ν x properties, dynamical feedback from the accretion history and cooling properties of the PNS are included self-consistently. It also allows us to trigger explosions without modifying the electron-flavor neutrino luminosities nor changing the charged current reactions. This increases the accuracy of the electron fraction in the innermost ejecta, which is crucial for nucleosynthesis predictions. In addition, the mass cut emerges naturally in the PUSH method. Both aspects are critical for accurate nucleosynthesis predictions, in particular of the Fe-group elements. In Paper I, we showed that the PUSH method is capable of causing explosions in spherically-symmetric CCSN simulations and that the method can reproduce the well-known properties of SN 1987A (explosion energy and yields of 56−58 Ni and 44 Ti) for a suitable pre-explosion model (18 M ZAMS 21 M ) and parameter choices.
In Ebinger et al. (2018) -from here on Paper II -we identified three observational constraints on CCSNe that we use to set the free parameters in the PUSH method: (i) reproduce the observed properties of SN 1987A for a suitable pre-explosion model, (ii) allow for the possibility of blackhole formation, and (iii) result in lower explosion energies for stars with ZAMS masses below 13 M ("Crab-like SNe"). We applied this improved PUSH method to two samples of solar metallicity pre-explosion models from Woosley et al. (2002) and Woosley & Heger (2007) . In Paper II, we discuss the explosion properties and the progenitor-remnant connection.
Here, we want to exploit the predictive nature of the PUSH method for nucleosynthesis predictions. It is important to note that with our approach, only one model (the "SN 1987A progenitor" -model s18.8 in this study) does not have predictive power. For all other models, we can predict complete nucleosynthesis yields, including Fe-group elements, from our approach.
The organization of this article is as follows. We describe the input and explosion models as well as the nuclear reaction network in Section 2. Section 3 contains a discussion of the nucleosynthesis trends and comments on the synthesis of various isotopes. In Section 4, we present comparisons of our results with observations of CCSNe and metal-poor stars. A summary is given in Section 5.
INPUT MODELS AND COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE

Initial models
We explore the nucleosynthesis yields of two sets of pre-explosion models: WHW02 and WH07, presented in Woosley et al. (2002) and Woosley & Heger (2007) respectively. These are spherically symmetric, non-rotating, solar metallicity models from the stellar evolution code KEPLER. We use the same naming convention as in Paper II, where the pre-explosion models are labeled by their zero-age main Table only contains models that explode, not the entire pre-explosion sets. This corresponds to 84 models from the WHW02 set and 27 models from the WH07 set.
References-(1) Woosley et al. (2002) ; (2) Woosley & Heger (2007) sequence (ZAMS) masses and a letter indicating to which series they belong (see Table 1 in this Paper). The ZAMS masses lie in the 10.8 -75.0 M range for models in the WHW02 set and in the 12.0 -120.0 M range for those in the WH07 set. We only predict nucleosynthesis yields for the models that resulted in successful explosions when the PUSH method was applied; failed explosions leading to the formation of black holes are excluded from the present study as they are not expected to eject a significant amount of explosive nucleosynthesis products (Lovegrove & Woosley 2013; Lovegrove et al. 2017) . It is well-known that the ZAMS mass is not a good predictor of the final fate of a stellar model. Here, we make use of the compactness parameter as defined by O'Connor & Ott (2011) to describe the pre-explosion models by a single number. The compactness is defined as the ratio of a given mass M and the radius R(M) which encloses that mass:
where we use M = 2.0 M . With this choice of mass, the compactness characterizes the innermost structure of the preexplosion model, which is expected to strongly influence the explosion dynamics and hence also the nucleosynthesis. Consistent with Paper II, we compute the compactness at bounce. Figure 1 shows the compactness of all models (WHW02 in blue, WH07 in green). The relationship be- Open symbols represent models that formed black holes instead of exploding and are thus excluded from our study.
tween compactness and ZAMS mass is not monotonic due to mass loss and due to the details of the evolution of burning shells before collapse, as is evident in Figure 1 and as has been extensively discussed by Sukhbold & Woosley (2014) and Sukhbold et al. (2017) . Note that the lowest-mass models included in this study have very low compactness values. This is because 2 M (where we evaluate the compactness) encloses not only the core but also parts of the He-layer for these models.
Explosion models
For the explosion simulations, we use the hydrodynamics code Agile together with spectral neutrino transport. We employ IDSA for electron-flavor neutrinos (Liebendörfer et al. 2009 ) and ASL for heavy-flavor neutrinos (Perego et al. 2016) . We use the HS(DD2) nuclear equation of state for matter in NSE conditions (Hempel & Schaffner-Bielich 2010; Typel et al. 2010) and an extension to non-NSE conditions using an ideal gas approach coupled to an approximative alpha-network (Perego et al. 2015) .
The PUSH method triggers explosions by artificially enhancing the neutrino heating with a local heating term
where
Here, E is the energy and (dL νx /dE)/(4πr 2 ) is the spectral energy flux of any single neutrino species ν x , σ 0 is a typical neutrino cross-section, and m b is the average baryon mass. All the four parameters of the PUSH method are contained in the temporal evolution function G(t). Two of the parameters (t on and t off ) are robustly set (see Paper I). The other two parameters (k push and t rise ) are free parameters that are calibrated by comparing the obtained explosion properties with observational data of supernovae and to results of multi-dimensional simulations (see Paper II for details on how this was done). Here, we use the parameters from the standard calibration in Paper II. The value of t rise is fixed at t rise = 400 ms and k push has compactness-dependent values given by k push (ξ) = aξ 2 + bξ + c where a = −23.99, b = 13.22, and c = 2.5. This sets the free parameters for all models a priori and gives the method a predictive nature. We refer the reader to Paper I and Paper II for the details on the method, the calibration procedure, explosion properties, and the progenitor-remnant connection.
This setup enables a consistent treatment of three aspects critical for reliable nucleosynthesis predictions: the location of the mass cut, the electron fraction of the ejecta, and the entropy. We include all the matter from the center to the He-layer in our computational domain (excluding only the low-density H-envelope), with the exception of the low mass model s11.2 and a few models with ZAMS masses above 30 M with large pre-explosion mass loss. This allows us to follow the formation of the PNS during collapse and its subsequent evolution as the explosion develops and succeeds. The (in 1D, simple) bifurcation between ejected matter and matter settling on the PNS emerges naturally in our simulations and is consistent with the explosion energy. For nucleosynthesis predictions, the location of the mass cut is crucial in setting the amount of Fe-group ejecta which originate from the innermost ejected layers.
The detailed composition of the innermost ejecta depends critically on the electron fraction Y e of these layers (Thielemann et al. 1996; Fröhlich et al. 2006b ). In these regions, the weak processes during collapse, bounce, and explosion significantly alter the electron fraction compared to its precollapse value. In particular, the electron-flavor neutrinos and anti-neutrinos play a crucial role in setting the relative ratio of neutrons to protons through the charged-current reactions on free nucleons (Fröhlich et al. 2006b; Pruet et al. 2006; Wanajo 2006) :
p +ν e ↔ e + + n.
We want to stress that unlike earlier attempts at using neutrinos in 1D simulations to obtain explosions (Fröhlich et al. 2006b; Fischer et al. 2010) , the PUSH approach does not modify the transport of electron-flavor neutrinos. IDSA contains the most relevant neutrino-nucleon reactions that set the Y e in the innermost ejecta. These include electron neutrino and anti-neutrino captures on nucleons, neutrino scattering on nucleons and nuclei, and pair production. All pre-explosion models considered here were exploded with the PUSH method and the parameter setting described above. More detail on the explosion dynamics and outcomes can be found in Paper II.
Nucleosynthesis calculations
The detailed yields for all exploding models are calculated using a post-processing approach. For the nucleosynthesis post-processing, we use the nuclear reaction network CFNET. The network includes up to 2902 isotopes (depending on the pre-explosion model), covering free nucleons as well as neutron-deficient and neutron-rich isotopes up to 211 At. We use the reaction rate library REACLIB (Cyburt et al. 2010): the reaction rates included are based on experimentally known rates wherever available. Where experimental rates do not exist, the n-, p-, and alpha-captures are taken from Rauscher & Thielemann (2000) . We also include weak interactions (which have an impact on the electron fraction), i.e., electron and positron capture rates from Langanke & Martínez-Pinedo (2001) , β − /β + decays from the nuclear database NuDat2 1 where available and from Möller et al. (1995) otherwise, and neutrino and anti-neutrino captures on free nucleons.
For the post-processing, the ejecta of each model are divided into radial mass elements of 10 −3 M each (referred to as 'tracer particles' or 'tracers'). For each tracer particle, we obtain its hydrodynamic and local neutrino history from the start to the last time slice of the explosion simulation (approximately ∼ 4.6 s post-bounce). We post-process all tracers that reach a peak temperature 1.75 GK. If the tracer particles reach a peak temperature 10 GK, we start the nucleosynthesis calculations at 10 GK, when the temperature starts dropping below that value. For these tracer particles, the initial abundances are assumed to be NSE abundances set by the density and Y e at 10 GK (taken from the hydrodynamic simulation). For all other tracers, we start our calculations at the beginning of the hydrodynamic simulation. The initial abundances are obtained from the approximate alpha-network implemented within it (WHW02), or from the pre-explosion model (WH07). The initial electron fraction at the beginning of the post-processing is the initial value from the hydrodynamical simulation. In both cases, the electron fraction is evolved in the network consistent with the nuclear reactions occurring. The nucleosynthesis calculation for all tracers ends when the tracer temperature drops below 0.05 GK.
For many tracers, in particular the innermost zones, the temperature and density at the end of the hydrodynamic sim-1 http://www.nndc.bnl.gov/nudat2/ ulation (and hence at the end of the tracer particle's history) are still high enough for nuclear reactions to occur. Therefore, we employ the standard approach of extrapolating the hydrodynamic history of the tracer particle as follows:
where r is the radial position, v the radial velocity, ρ the density, T the temperature, s the entropy per baryon, and Y e the electron fraction of the mass zone. The subscript "final" indicates the final end time of the hydrodynamical simulation.
Equations (6) - (8) correspond to a free expansion for the density and an adiabatic expansion for the temperature (see, for example, Korobkin et al. (2012) ). The temperature is calculated at each time-step using the equation of state of Timmes & Swesty (2000) .
NUCLEOSYNTHESIS RESULTS
We have computed detailed nucleosynthesis yields for all 84 exploding models in the WHW02 series and all 27 exploding models in the WH07 series. For three select modelss16.0, s18.8 (best fit to SN 1987A) and s21.0 -the isotopic yields are given in Appendix B, Table 6 . Detailed isotopic yields for all exploding models of the WH07 set are available. A sample is shown in Appendix B, Table 7 .
In the following, we first discuss the synthesis pathways and then we focus on two representative models (s16.0 and s21.0). Finally, we highlight some important trends of the nucleosynthesis yields with other model properties.
Isotopic Yields from Massive Stars
Late neutrino wind ejecta
We have used a mass resolution of 10 −3 M for the nucleosynthesis post-processing of our models. This is a rather coarse resolution for late-time neutrino-driven wind ejecta and hence the details are quite uncertain (see also Paper I). In our models, the wind includes of the order of a hundredth of a solar mass of neutron-rich material immediately above the mass cut. In both representative models (s16.0 and s21.0), the electron fraction of this wind is around ∼0.42, with values as low as 0.35 for material closest to the mass cut, and with velocities of ∼ 10 9 cm s −1 . These conditions are not sufficient for a full r-process (e.g. Farouqi et al. 2010) . However, we see some production of elements up to mass number A ≈ 140 in these very late, neutron-rich wind ejecta. One should note that neutrino-electron scattering is not included in our neutrino transport, which is an important source of thermalization and down-scattering, especially for the highenergy electron anti-neutrinos at late times, see Fischer et al. (2012) . This could significantly alter the electron fraction in the neutrino wind. A more detailed analysis is required, which is beyond the scope of this paper.
Iron group elements -Sc through Zn
Core-collapse supernovae make an important contribution to iron-group species, even though the dominant production of these elements occurs in Type Ia (thermonuclear) supernovae. The iron-group elements are made in the inner layers of the star when these layers undergo complete or incomplete silicon burning. The yields of these elements are thus quite sensitive to the explosion details. The location of the mass cut, for example, determines how much of the silicon-oxygen shell that undergoes explosive burning is ultimately ejected. We find a marked difference between the electron fraction in the innermost layers at the end of our simulations and the original electron fraction of the pre-explosion model. The details of these effects vary with the pre-explosion models and also depend on the details of the explosion mechanism. However, some qualitative comments can be made. We consistently find a proton rich (Y e > 0.5) environment close to the mass cut (above the late neutron-rich wind), typically including ∼ 8 × 10 −3 M of material. This affects the final abundances of some iron group elements, and it allows for some synthesis of proton-rich isotopes beyond iron through the νp-process. However, the total ejected yields of trans-iron material are dominated by contributions from the neutron-rich wind (discussed in Section 3.1.1) and also have a contribution from the pre-explosion composition. In a small region further out, the Y e is slightly lower than its pre-explosion value. Outside of this, the Y e remains unaffected by the explosion. The electron fraction in the innermost layers has an impact on the relative production of many members of the iron group, quite pronounced in certain cases. Both 56 Ni and 57 Ni, for example, are produced in the neutron-rich layers where alpha-rich freeze-out occurs. Lower Y e values favor the formation of 57 Ni over 56 Ni, changing the 57 Ni/ 56 Ni ratio (observed via γ-rays). Table 2 gives the nucleosynthesis processes responsible for explosive synthesis of the iron-group elements. For each element, we list all the stable isotopes and also identify, in bold, the isotope(s) that typically make(s) the dominant contribution to the total yield of each element.
Intermediate mass elements -O through Ca
The final yields of intermediate mass elements include significant contributions from hydrostatic as well as explosive burning processes. Details related to their synthesis are given in Table 3 . During the explosion, the intermediate mass elements are produced primarily through explosive oxygen burning, which consumes only a fraction of the 16 O present in the progenitor star. However, a large portion of the oxygenneon shell usually does not get hot enough for explosive processing (T ∼ 3-4 GK) and is ejected essentially unaltered. Thus, the yields of elements such as O, Ne, Mg include contributions both from explosive as well as hydrostatic burning (dominated by the hydrostatic contribution). Observationally, the general tendency found for average CCSN ejecta (i.e. integrated over a progenitor mass distribution) is increased [α/Fe] ratios in the range 0.3-0.5 (α standing for the so-called alpha-elements O, Ne, Mg, Si, S, Ar, Ca, Ti) and on average 0.1 M of 56 Ni (decaying to Fe). Although we do not expect the same total yields from core-collapse supernovae with different progenitor masses, the ratio of alpha elements to iron can be quite similar, as seen in the small scatter of [α/Fe] in galactic evolution, even at the lowest metallicities. These trends will be explored in detail in a future study.
Light elements -H through N
For the production of the light elements (e.g. H, He, C), the details of stellar evolution (e.g. convective boundary mixing or rotation), hydrostatic burning, and mass loss set the yields (Li, Be and B have significant contributions from other sources, such as classical novae, low mass stars and/or cosmic ray spallation). In addition to affecting the Y e of the innermost ejecta, neutrinos can also alter the abundances of some rare isotopes in the outermost layers of the star through inelastic neutral-current neutrino scattering ("ν-process", Woosley et al. (1990) ; Heger et al. (2005) ). Here, we did not include neutral-current neutrino reactions in our postprocessing network. Since the light element abundances remain essentially unchanged by the explosion, pre-explosion models that provide the detailed abundances of these elements are necessary for accurate predictions of total ejected yields.
3.2. Two representative models: s16.0 and s21.0 Next, we discuss two representative models, s16.0 and s21.0. They are models from the WHW02 series with relatively low and relatively high compactness. The preexplosion properties of both models are listed in Table 4 , along with the explosion energies and remnant masses ("mass cut") obtained in the hydrodynamic simulation. The corresponding yields of the isotopes 56, 57, 58 Ni and 44 Ti are also listed.
The pre-explosion composition of the inner layers of the s16.0 and s21.0 models is shown in the top panels of Figure 2 , where the mass fractions of the most abundant alpha nuclei are plotted as a function of enclosed mass. We can see that, outside of the iron core, the composition of the material is dominated by mostly silicon (and sulfur) and then mostly oxygen further outside. The isotopic profiles outside of the mass cut obtained after explosive burning are shown in the bottom panels of Figure 2 , together with the peak temperature achieved in each layer. The composition of the innermost ejected layers is dominated by 56 Ni, with smaller 68 Se Mostly small amounts in n-rich layers close to the mass cut. 70 Zn 70 Zn Small amounts in n-rich layers close to the mass cut.
NOTE-The stable isotopes (column 2) that make strong contributions to the yield of each element are given in bold typeface. For each stable isotope, the parent isotopes (column 3) that typically make strong contributions, if identifiable, are also given in bold typeface.
amounts of 57 Ni and 58 Ni. The radioactive isotope 44 Ti is also made in the same layers, which undergo explosive Siburning.
For both models, the mass cut is located in the siliconoxygen shell (indicated by the vertical dashed line). For the s21.0 model, the mass cut is further out than for the s16.0 model. This is consistent with a broader trend seen in PUSH simulations: the remnant mass increases with increasing compactness of the pre-explosion models. Hence, in models with higher compactness, a smaller portion of the Si-shell is ejected. However, the higher compactness model here also has a higher explosion energy. As a consequence, a larger portion of the Si-shell reaches high enough temperatures to undergo complete Si-burning. We refer the reader to Paper II for a detailed discussion of the trends in remnant mass and explosion energy for the models used in this study. We can see that the width of the complete Si-burning zone is larger in the case of s21.0. Even though a smaller part of the silicon-oxygen shell is ejected compared to s16.0, a larger portion of the ejected silicon undergoes complete Si burning. NOTE-* indicates meta-stable isotopes. The stable isotopes (column 2) that make strong contributions to the yield of each element are given in bold typeface. For each stable isotope, the parent isotopes (column 3) that typically make strong contributions, if identifiable, are also given in bold typeface. 
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NOTE-The table columns are: zero age main sequence (ZAMS) mass, compactness at bounce, total mass at collapse, mass of the iron core, carbon-oxygen core, and helium core, mass of the hydrogen-rich envelope, explosion energy (1 B = 1 Bethe = 10 51 erg) and remnant mass. The column after the remnant mass indicates which layer in the pre-explosion structure this corresponds to. The last four columns give the nucleosynthesis yields of observable isotopes of nickel and titanium.
All of this combined results in higher yields of the symmetric isotopes 56 Ni and 44 Ti for s21.0 compared to s16.0. The yields of asymmetric isotopes 57 Ni and 58 Ni do not exhibit a corresponding increase. This is because the production of these isotopes is also sensitive to the electron fraction in the region where they are synthesized. For s16.0, the mass cut is located relatively deep in the silicon-oxygen shell (at 1.54 M ) where the pre-explosion Y e is lower (∼ 0.498). This favors the production of neutron-rich isotopes such as 57 Ni and 58 Ni. Further out, the Y e rises at ∼ 1.93 M , as we make the transition from the silicon-oxygen to the oxygenneon shell. The mass fraction of 56 Fe, which makes the composition slightly neutron rich, drops precipitously at this location. For s21.0, the mass cut lies towards the outer edge of the silicon-oxygen shell (at 1.82 M ) in a region with higher Y e (∼ 0.499). In this case, the transition from low Y e values has already occurred at ∼ 1.73 M (i.e. inside the Si-burning region). A clear effect of the Y e value on both 57 Ni and 58 Ni can also be seen in the case of s21.0, where we note that the production of both isotopes is enhanced in the small region of minimum Y e . Nucleosynthesis of these asymmetric isotopes thus depends sensitively on the properties of the preexplosion model such as composition, electron fraction, and also on the mass cut.
The complete yields for both models, together with the calibration model for SN 1987A (s18.8) are given in Appendix B (Table 6 ). Figure 3 shows the integrated abundances of all layers that reach a peak temperature above 1.75 GK as function of mass number (corresponding to 0.73 M of material for s16.0 (red circles) and 0.91 M for s21.0 (blue stars)). Even though the 56 Ni yields are different by a factor of 2 (see Table 4 ), overall the yields look quite similar between the two models. The main differences are for the intermediate mass elements (24 A 44) and to a lesser degree for elements beyond iron (A ≈ 90). The intermediate mass elements are mostly synthesized during incomplete Si-burning. As seen in Figure 4 , while the conditions for complete Si-burning are very similar between the two models (even though the corresponding amount of mass is different), the conditions for incomplete Si-burning are somewhat different. The lower compactness model s16.0 experiences slightly higher densities for the same peak temperature. More importantly, in the s21.0 model, virtually the entire Si-shell undergoes complete, explosive Si-burning. Hence, any elements between Si and Fe have to be synthesized from intermediate mass elements such as Ne and Mg. For s16.0, the situation is quite different. Less than half of the Si-shell undergoes complete Si-burning, leaving plenty of material with mass number around A ∼ 28 that can be processed to up to A ∼ 44 during explosive burning. For both models, there are some late-time neutron-rich ejecta (Y e ∼ 0.42), which dominate the production of elements beyond iron (up to A ∼ 140) via a weak r-process. These abundances are quite uncertain and detailed comparison between the two models remains beyond the scope of this work.
Trends with progenitor and explosion properties
We now investigate the combined nucleosynthesis yields from all models included in this study to identify any common behaviors that exist across the spectrum. By including two sets of solar-metallicity pre-explosion models, we span nucleosynthesis uncertainties introduced by differences in the pre-explosion stellar evolution.
Examining the predicted yields as a function of ZAMS mass of the pre-explosion model does not show any apparent correlations. However, strong correlations do emerge for some of the isotopes as well as elements when we consider the yields as a function of the compactness of the preexplosion models. The 56 Ni yields, for example, increase linearly with compactness, as shown in Figure 5 . Other symmetric isotopes such as 44 Ti also show this linear correlation. The production of these isotopes depends strongly on the explosion energy and on how much of the silicon-oxygen shell gets explosively processed and ejected. The neutron-rich isotopes 57 Ni and 58 Ni show no obvious single trend, but we do find two or more branches that appear to independently correlate with compactness. The color-coding in Figure 5 indicates the electron fraction of the region where each isotope is made. This reveals that, for some asymmetric isotopes, even small changes in the local Y e can far exceed the impact of other relevant factors (such as the compactness, ZAMS mass, or location of the mass cut) in setting the final yields of these isotopes. We have explicitly tested this for a few models by making small changes (∼0.001) to the initial Y e during postprocessing, while keeping all other quantities unchanged. We found that the final mass fractions of certain isotopes were affected by up to an order of magnitude in the layers where the Y e had been altered. In general, low Y e values favor the production of neutron-rich isotopes such as 57 Ni and 58 Ni, which can explain the trends we see here. Nakamura et al. (1999) , Umeda & Nomoto (2002) and Umeda & Nomoto (2005) have also previously found a strong dependence of the cobalt and manganese abundances on the Y e of the preexplosion model. In a future work, we will investigate a few important isotopes and the detailed reaction pathways that result in such highly Y e -sensitive yields.
An additional observation we have made is that models from the WHW02 series typically fall into one of two bins, high or low Y e , while the models from the WH07 series have an intermediate Y e value. One major difference between the two series is that the WH07 series employed a much larger network during stellar evolution than the WHW02 series (other differences may also be present). A Figure 5 ) for all exploding models can be found in Appendix A (Table 5 ).
We have already described (see Section 3.2) how the production of the asymmetric Ni-isotopes is sensitive to the location of the mass cut and the Y e -profile relative to the preexplosion model structure. Here, we can see the same behavior across the entire sample of models. It is clearly visible how small changes in the Y e of the material can change the relative and absolute amounts of isotopes by an order of magnitude or more. This emphasizes the need for accurate Y e values already from the pre-explosion modeling.
We also see similar correlations in the final elemental yields of different iron-group elements with compactness, shown in Figure 6 . The trends for these elements can be understood from the isotopes as which they are made. Titanium and chromium are predominantly made as symmetric isotopes 48 Cr and 52 Fe respectively. Their yields are thus linearly correlated with compactness. Most of the manganese is made as asymmetric 55 Co in the incomplete Si-burning region. Nickel yields depend on both 58 Ni and 60 Cu apart from the symmetric isotope 60 Zn. As a result, both these elements show trends that are differentiated based on the Y e in the region where they are predominantly produced.
The intermediate mass elements have significant contributions from the hydrostatic burning prior to the explosion. We do not find any clear trends for these elements with compactness or explosion energy.
COMPARISON WITH OBSERVATIONS
The supernova landscape
In Paper II, we used the pre-explosion model s18.8 to calibrate the PUSH method and reproduce the observed properties of SN 1987A, including the 56 Ni yield. Here, we have predicted the 56 Ni yields of 110 models (excluding the calibration model s18.8) based on PUSH-induced explosions. In Figure 7 , we compare our predicted 56 Ni yields with yields derived from observations of core-collapse supernovae. Our calibration model s18.8 is also included in the figure. A compilation of the observed properties of these CCSNe (neutrinodriven CCSNe, excluding HNe) is available in Table 2 of Paper II. We find a good match across the entire mass range between our predicted yields and the available 56 Ni yields from observations. This is the case for each set of pre-explosion models individually as well as for the combined results. For ZAMS masses up to ∼ 15 M , the amount of 56 Ni rises with ZAMS mass. Above ∼ 15 M , the amount of 56 Ni ejected remains roughly constant. Note that there are no observational data for nickel above ∼ 30 M ZAMS mass.
In addition to the 56 Ni yields, Ni/Fe ratios derived from observations of SN spectra are also available for a few corecollapse supernovae. A compilation of these ratios is available in Table 4 of Jerkstrand et al. (2015) . In Figure 8 , we compare our results for models with ZAMS masses between 12.0 and 21.0 M to the observationally-derived ratios. The mass range of models included is chosen based on the estimated progenitor masses for the four supernovae shown. We find that, of the included models, the lower ZAMS masses match the reported ratios and 56 Ni yields for these supernovae quite well. For SN2012ec, which has a supersolar Ni/Fe ratio and a high 56 Ni yield, models s12.0 and s13.0 give the best matches.
Iron-group abundances in metal-poor stars
Massive stars were one of the first polluters of the universe due to their short lifetimes. Thus, the atmospheric compositions of long-lived, low-mass, metal-poor stars reflect, on average, the nucleosynthesis yields from one or few corecollapse supernovae. As such, abundances from metal-poor stars provide an additional test for predicted CCSN yields.
There are numerous ongoing and past surveys aimed at finding metal-poors stars and determining their atmospheric abundances from spectral analyses (see e.g. Caffau et al. 2013; Norris et al. 2013; Keller et al. 2014; Li et al. 2015a,b; Howes et al. 2015; Placco et al. 2015; Jacobson et al. 2015; Hansen et al. 2015; Roederer et al. 2016; Abohalima & Frebel 2017; Starkenburg et al. 2017; Andrievsky et al. 2018) . Recently, Sneden et al. (2016) used improved laboratory data for iron-group neutral and singly-ionized transitions to derive robust abundances in the very metal-poor main sequence turnoff star HD 84937. Figure 9 shows the reported abundance ratios for HD 84937 along with ratios calculated from the yields predicted in this work (WHW02 models in the top panel; WH07 models in the bottom panel). The triangles indicate observational data (neutral and ionized species). Each transparent square indicates one of our models. Note that our predicted results have not been weighted with an initial mass function, rather we want to illustrate how robust (or sensitive) the synthesis of each element is.
Overall, our results are in good agreement with the observational data. We did not find a direct correlation between the ZAMS mass of the pre-explosion model and the elemental yields for elements that show model-to-model variations. Two elements, Sc and Zn, show large model-to-model variations in their yields. Scandium has traditionally been difficult to produce in sufficient amounts in thermal bomb and piston models with a canonical explosion energy of 10 51 erg. The production of Sc is enhanced when the explosion energy is higher by a factor 10, such as in hypernovae (Nomoto et al. 2006 ). Alternatively, a careful treatment of the neutrino interactions also leads to enhanced Sc production (Fröhlich et al. 2006b ). In our calculations presented here, it is produced along with other iron-group elements in the innermost layers where neutrino interactions with free nucleons have created a proton-rich environment. This further underscores the importance of accounting for neutrino interactions in nucleosynthesis calculations. Zinc shows a similar behavior to Sc. Traditional nucleosynthesis models typically underproduce Zn in explosions with energies of ∼ 10 51 erg. Fröhlich Ti (bottom right) after explosive processing as function of compactness for both sets combined (circles for WHW02; stars for WH07). The color-coding represents the average Ye value in the layers that made the highest contribution to the yield of each isotope shown. These yields can be found in Appendix A. et al. (2006b) have found that Zn is also enhanced in CCSN simulations that follow the weak-interaction physics during collapse and explosion. In our models, we find Zn to be coproduced with other Fe-group elements in the innermost layers. Both elements are quite sensitive to the details and we find a wide range of production levels across all our exploding models, see also Figure 9 . Note that the observationally derived abundances for Cu (and also for Zn) are relatively uncertain (Sneden et al. 2016) .
Another interesting effect can be seen in the typical [Mn/Fe] ratios for the two model sets. For most of the WHW02 models, the manganese yield is quite low (with some spread) whereas WH07 models consistently show a near-perfect match to the observed manganese ratio. We showed in the previous section that the Mn yield is very sensitive to the final Y e in the incomplete-silicon burning region.
Since almost all WH07 models have Y e ∼ 0.4992 in that region, they produce higher [Mn/Fe] ratios that match the data better. The WHW02 models have either lower Y e (∼ 0.4978) or higher Y e (∼ 0.4995) in that region.
A more rigorous comparison to observed ratios requires carrying out galactic chemical evolution calculations that integrate the explosive yields from models of different ZAMS masses, also taking into account crucial factors such as the stellar initial mass function and stellar lifetimes. Such calculations are beyond the scope of this work. However, detailed tabulated yields are included with this Paper for use in chemical evolution studies.
Alpha elements -O to Ca
Previous sections of this paper discuss primarily the composition of the Fe-group. Another important product re- While there exists still some scatter (real and due to observational uncertainties) the averaged observed ratios of [α/Fe] for these low metallicities are typically in the range of +0.3 to +0.5 (Cayrel et al. 2004; Nomoto et al. 2013) . Thus, it is of interest whether our predictions can (on average and in their scatter) also reproduce such observed values.
In Figure 10 , we display these values for the alpha elements O, Si, and Ca for all models in our sample (WHW02 and WH07). We see that, on average, our results are close to 0.5 for Ca and Si (alpha elements produced in explosive burning and thus directly related to the explosion mechanism). O, Ne, Mg are mostly leftovers from hydrostatic burning phases and increase with the shell size of these burning products, i.e. their yields increase with the ZAMS mass. In Figure 10 , we see that [O/Fe] is only approaching the value of 0.5 for the more massive stars above 20 M , while the lower mass models lead to lower values, even to values below zero. To interpret this result, we have to also consider that our yields are all from models with solar initial metallicity. As a function of metallicity, stellar winds increase and hence reduce the total mass of the stellar model during its evolution, including the hydrostatic yields. The observations at [Fe/H] < −1 relate to the explosive yields of stars with low metallicities (i.e. stars with much reduced mass loss). The hydrostatic yields Jerkstrand et al. (2011) for details) and for our models of the same mass range. Note that no uncertainties in the Ni/Fe ratios were reported for SN2004et and SN2012aw, we have imbued them with a line width equivalent to the point size here for better visibility.
from low-metallicity pre-explosion models should be larger and could thus resolve this apparent contradiction. In order to give an authoritative answer to this question, we will need to explore the explosions of low metallicity supernova models, which will be done in a forthcoming paper.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Core-collapse supernovae represent a fascinating problem that still suffers large uncertainties despite decades of work. The detailed explosion mechanism is an important open question and its solution requires computationally expensive simulations. The unsolved explosion mechanism problem and the high computational cost of multi-dimensional simulations pose a problem for nucleosynthesis predictions. This warrants effective approaches to predict CCSN nucleosynthesis yields that go beyond the traditional piston or thermal bomb methods with their well-known limitations.
In this work, we used the successful explosions from the standard PUSH calibration of Ebinger et al. (2018) to compute the nucleosynthesis yields from CCSNe. These explosions were obtained in spherical symmetry using the PUSH method, which was first introduced in Perego et al. (2015) . We post-process all 111 models that successfully exploded with a nuclear reaction network to obtain detailed nucleosynthesis yields. Except for one model (the calibration model which was required to reproduce SN 1987A), the yields (including the iron-group yields), the explosion energy, and the location of the mass cut are self-consistent predictions (see Figure 10 . Top to bottom: Abundance ratios of 16 O, 28 Si and 40 Ca to Fe (relative to the solar ratio) for the WHW02 models (blue circles) and WH07 models (green stars).
Paper II for a detailed discussion of this). The main results and findings from this study are:
• Our nucleosynthesis yields include predictions for iron-group elements based on a mass cut consistent with the explosion energy and a consistent treatment of neutrino interactions with matter. We present a detailed discussion of the synthesis mechanisms of iron-group and intermediate mass elements.
• In our models, the Y e in the innermost layers is different from the pre-explosion value. In terms of mass coordinate (moving outward from the mass cut), we encounter first the late neutrino wind (Y e ∼0.42), then proton-rich layers (Y e >0.5), followed by layers with slightly lower Y e compared to its pre-explosion value.
Further out, the Y e remains unaffected by the explosion. Synthesis of isotopes beyond iron occurs in the neutrino wind as well as in the proton-rich layers, although the former dominates their yields.
• We compare in detail two representative models, s16.0 and s21.0. We find that the location of the mass cut is related to the compactness and impacts the relative amount of matter undergoing complete Si-burning versus incomplete Si-burning. This, in addition to the explosion energy, influences the total yields.
• We find several interesting trends of isotopic and elemental yields with compactness. Symmetric irongroup elements (such as 56 Ni or 44 Ti) exhibit linear trends, while asymmetric isotopes such as 57 Ni or 58 Ni depend more strongly on the electron fraction Y e . Similar relationships are also seen in elemental yields of iron-group elements, mostly determined by the isotope with the largest contribution to the elemental yield. 56 Ni (decaying to 56 Fe) and 44 Ti are nuclei dependent on the strength of the explosion as well as on the mass cut between the neutron star remnant and ejecta. Asymmetric (more neutron-rich) Ni/Fe-isotopes measure also the neutron excess or Y e of the innermost (Fegroup) ejecta.
• Our predicted yields of 56 Ni from the PUSH method are in good agreement with observationally derived values for CCSNe.
• We compare our results for the iron-group nuclei to observationally derived abundances of a metal-poor star. Overall, we find good agreement. However, for some elements (Sc and Zn, for example) the models show large variations. When comparing the yields from the two sets of models, we find that the details of the preexplosion compositional structure impacts the explo-sive yields, in particular for odd-Z elements in the iron group (for example, Mn).
• However, all our models have solar metallicity and a true comparison requires yields for low-metallicity models as well. Such models will be explored in a future study.
• The real test of our models is to investigate the impact of our yields on chemical evolution simulations. Table 6 gives the detailed isotopic composition of the post-processed ejecta for models s16.0, s18.8 and s21.0 (WHW02 sample). Only material that reaches peak temperatures ∼ 1.75 GK is post-processed with the nuclear reaction network and listed in this Table. This corresponds to 0.73 M (s16.0), 0.79 M (s18.8), and 0.91 M (s21.0) of material above the mass cut. The contributions from the outer (unaltered) layers of the pre-explosion model to the total ejecta are not included, but they are given in the machine readable tables. Table 7 is published in its entirety in the machine-readable format. A portion is shown here for guidance regarding its form and content. Table 7 gives the detailed isotopic composition of the post-processed ejecta and of the additional unprocessed material from the pre-explosion model, for all models of the WH07 sample 2 . Explosive yields for the WHW02 sample can be provided upon request.
